A Closing Disclosure is a ﬁve-page form that provides ﬁnal details about the mortgage loan you have selected. It includes
the loan terms, your projected monthly payments, and how much you will pay in fees and other costs to get your mortgage
(closing costs).
The lender is required to give you the Closing Disclosure at least three business days before you close on the mortgage
loan. This three-day window allows you time to compare your ﬁnal terms and costs to those estimated in the Loan Estimate
that you previously received from the lender. The three days also gives you time to ask your lender any questions or correct
any mistakes before you go to the closing table.
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Page 1 of the Closing Disclosure is almost identical
to Page 1 of the Loan Estimate. It describes the:
• Loan terms
• Loan amount
• Interest rate
• Monthly P&I, and
• Any prepayment penalty or balloon payment

Page 2 of the Closing Disclosure provides a breakdown
of all the closing cost details, lists all loan costs and other
costs paid by borrower, seller, and other parties.
Continued on back...

This page also provides the projected payments over the
life of the loan. It also discloses to the borrower what
amounts will be deposited into their impound or escrow
account and provides the total estimated closing costs
and cash needed to close.
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Page 3 displays a Calculating Cash to Close table similar
to the table on Page 2 of the Loan Estimate. This table
provides a comparison to the charges disclosed on the
Loan Estimate. The rest of the page shows the summaries
of the borrower and seller costs and credits.
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Page 5 includes “Loan Calculations”. The consumer will ﬁnd:
• Total of payments over the life of the loan
• Finance charge
• Amount ﬁnanced
• Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
• Total interest percentage information
Under “Other Disclosures” the consumer will ﬁnd information about the:
• Appraisal (if applicable)
• Contract details
• Liability after foreclosure
• Reﬁnance information
• Tax deductions
At the bottom of the page is the Contact Information and
Signature lines. If signature lines are included, the following
disclosure is used: “By signing, you are only conﬁrming
that you have received this form. You do not have to accept
this loan because you have signed or received this form”
indicating a signature is intended only as a receipt of the form.

Page 4 contains disclosures about other terms of the
loan, including:
• Whether the loan is assumable
• If the loan has a demand feature
• May impose a late payment fee and when it may be incurred
• If the loan has a negative amortization feature
• Whether the lender will accept partial payments
• Informs the borrower the lender will have a security
interest in their property.
The page also includes a table describing what charges
will be impounded and how much will be collected each
month. Finally, the page includes adjustable payment and
interest rate tables if they are applicable to the loan.

Note: You won't receive a Closing Disclosure if you're applying
for a reverse mortgage. For those loans, you will receive a
Good Faith Estimate, a HUD-1 Settlement Statement and a
ﬁnal Truth in Lending Disclosure. If you are applying for a
HELOC, a manufactured housing loan that is not secured by
real estate, or a loan through certain types of homebuyer
assistance programs, you will not receive a HUD-1 or a
Closing Disclosure, but you should receive a Truth-in-Lending
disclosure, and a Good Faith Estimate.
All of these forms can seem like a lot to take in, but we’ve
done our homework and are here to help you understand
everything you need to know before you close.

